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Salam Pax: The Baghdad Blog
In September 2002, a young Iraqi calling
himself Salam Pax began posting accounts
of everyday life in Baghdad onto the
Internet. Written in English, these bulletins
contained everything from reviews of the
latest CDs, to descriptions of Saddams
brutality. In writing this web diary, Salam
took a huge risk. Had he been caught
criticizing Saddam on his web site, it
would have cost him his life. Salam Paxs
incisive and dryly funny articles soon
attracted a massive worldwide readership.
In the months that followed, as an
American-led force gathered to destroy the
Iraqi regime, his diary became a unique
record of the resentment, amusement and
terror felt by an ordinary man living
through the final days of a long
dictatorship, and the chaos that followed its
destruction. This book collects together
Salam Paxs writings to tell the story of the
war in Iraq from inside that besieged
country. It provides a gripping perspective
on the conflict and its aftermath.
Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
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pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Salam Pax: The Baghdad Blog: Salam Pax: 9781843542629 Mar 24, 2003 Extracts on the build-up to the Iraqi war
and the start of the bombing from the weblog of an unknown Iraqi writing under the name Salam Pax. Salam Pax:
Baghdad Blogger - YouTube One of the most frustrating things about reporting on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
was not being able to talk openly with people living under those regimes The extraordinary diary of the Baghdad
blogger, Salam Pax Media Dec 15, 2005 In the last in a series of blog posts he has written for Guardian Unlimited,
Baghdad blogger Salam Pax describes the scenes in Baghdad as The Baghdad Blog - BBC Salam Pax (@Salam)
Twitter A mysterious Iraqi who goes by the name of Salam Pax and who writes a blog (Internet diary) from Baghdad is
becoming a celebrity, on the Internet, with his Salam Pax Salam Pax (arabisch und latein fur Frieden) ist das
Pseudonym eines Bloggers aus Bagdad (Irak), dessen Site Where is Raed? wahrend (und nach) der Invasion des Irak
2003 betrachtliches Medieninteresse hervorrief. In seinem Blog berichtete Salam vom Krieg, von seiner Homosexualitat,
Review: Current affairs: The Baghdad Blog by Salam Pax - The Times Mar 24, 2003 Known simply as Salam Pax,
his online diary has fascinated the webs to be an educated, if cynical, young man in Baghdad waiting for war. Salam
Pax: The Clandestine Diary of an Ordinary Iraqi - In September 2002, a young Iraqi calling himself Salam Pax
began posting accounts of everyday life in Baghdad onto the internet. Written in English, these Where Is Raed Now?
Mother Jones Salam Pax: The Baghdad Blog [Salam Pax] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In September
2002, a young Iraqi calling himself Salam Pax Salam Pax The Guardian The latest Tweets from Salam Pax
(@Salam). Former Blogger and Complainer-in-Chief. Now with #UNICEF Lebanon. Views and opinions are personal.
Beirut Salam Pax - Wikipedia Sep 1, 2002 blog (internet diary) from Baghdad is becoming a celebrity, on the internet,
Salam Pax, the anonymous Iraqi blogger who went worryingly Salam Pax: How I became the Baghdad Blogger
World news The Baghdad blogger Salam Pax has been filing regular dispatches to Guardian Unlimited ahead of the
vote. He describes the mood in his country now that this Salam Pax - The Baghdad Blog - Apt under the title The
Baghdad Blog (ISBN 1-84354-262-5). It comprises Salams blog entries from Baghdad Blogger/Salam Pax: Video
Reports From Iraq Variety Salam Pax starts keeping a casual blog on the internet for his own taste), The Baghdad
Blog reveals an invisible world to us Westerners, documenting the The Baghdad Blog - Apt In September 2002, a
young Iraqi calling himself Salam Pax began posting accounts of everyday life in Baghdad onto the Internet. Written in
English, these Salam Pax - Wikipedia Dec 28, 2015 - 11 sec - Uploaded by Godfrey HoSalam Pax (Peace): a peace
anthem for our time by Don Arbor - Duration: 4:45. Jeanette Gross Where is Raed - blogger Oct 25, 2004 In this
collection of 15-minute chunks made for the BBC, Salam Pax gives a cleverly worded and shot, non-partisan overview
of reality outside Salam Pax Wikipedia Apr 1, 2009 Yes it is fear thats keeping Baghdad calm but its a fear we used to
know. And just because its fun here is a little rant from the blog entry on Baghdad blogger Salam Pax worked for me.
- Slate Magazine Sep 9, 2003 Salam Pax describes what it was like to play cat-and-mouse with Watch the promo for
The Baghdad Blog, with music from Aphex Twin here. Salam Pax: The Baghdad Blog by Pax Salam
(9781843542629seca Sep 20, 2003 Salam Paxs funny, heartening and distressing slice of the Iraq war is published in
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The Baghdad Blog. Images for Salam Pax: The Baghdad Blog Salam Pax is an internet sensation. His diary (The
Baghdad Blog) of the war in Iraq and its aftermath, has become a global media phenomenon. Salam Pax - Wikiwand
May 30, 2003 No one in Baghdad knew who he was or the risks he was taking. . Salam Paxs first Baghdad Blog will
appear next Wednesday. Topics. Iraq. Salam Pax: The Clandestine Diary of an Ordinary Iraqi by Salam Jan 14,
2009 I want Baghdad to feel like home again. Two years ago, Salam Pax, the Baghdad Blogger, was forced to leave the
city he loved. But this week Salam Pax: The Clandestine Diary of an Ordinary Iraqi - Google Books Result Salam
Pax, alias Salam al-Janabi (Salam e arabo e Pax e latino per pace . Il testo del blog e stato raccolto e pubblicato in un
volume, Salam Pax - The Baghdad The Baghdad Blogger goes to Washington The Guardian, 22 ottobre 2004
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